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Tikit Carpe Diem Mobile – Making time work
for you

Capturing and closing time entries from a smartphone or tablet means you
instantly capture billable time as it happens. Don’t miss out on work done
on the move and ultimately collect more revenue.
It’s a hit with lawyers, and can positively impact your bottom line.
It’s easier and faster than email – and as simple as ‘Work-Click-Bill’. Using Tikit
Carpe Diem Mobile away from the office is simple, reliable, and gives your
users multiple capture methods.
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Tikit Carpe Diem mobile gives you the opportunity to capture
time and expenses often overlooked in the past, while
travelling or working on the move. Let our software increase
your revenue, achieve more accurate invoicing and thereby
form better client relationships.
With firms reporting return on investment in a month or less,
and Tikit Carpe Diem Mobile compatible with all versions of
Tikit Carpe Diem and other time recording applications, isn’t it
time you joined the mobile time recording era?

Key benefits:
Capture time on the move.
Leverage multiple capture opportunities.

Why Tikit?
Knowledge. Unparalleled knowledge of time recording
within the legal, accounting and professional services
industries.
Investment. Backed by a FTSE 100 company, we have the
resources to continually invest in the development
of our time recording solution.
Experience. We have accumulated unrivalled experience
in time recording and a proven track record of its
deployment in a firm environment.
Support. Tikit Carpe Diem is backed by an ISO9001 certified
support service that is available 24 x 7.

Automatically capture client calls and emails as they happen.
Choose to create a basic entry or a complete billable entry.
Close time on the move and send entry direct to billing.
Associate client contact details to matter nicknames and
projects for rapid input.
Supports iOS, BlackBerry and Android devices.

To find out more, talk to a member of the Tikit team today: E:
hello@tikit.com W: www.tikit.com
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